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Geologic map of the Moses Lake 1:100,000 quadrangle, Washington. [Olympia, Wash.]: Washington State Dept. of Natural Resources, [1990] (284) w4o no.90-1


Laubach, Stephen E. Fracture analysis of the Travis Peak Formation, western flank of the Sabine Arch, East Texas. Austin, Tex.: Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin, 1989. (245) T7ri no.185


GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL--MAPS.


GEOLOGY--UTAH--KANE COUNTY--MAPS.

GEOLOGY--VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE--JUVENILE LITERATURE.
Sipiera, Paul P. I can be a geologist. Chicago: Childrens Press, 1986. 204 S575i 1986

GEOMAGNETISM--ALASKA--ALASKA, GULF OF.
GEOMAGNETISM--ARIZONA--MAPS.
Sauck, William A. Residual aeromagnetic map of Arizona. Tucson, Ariz.:
Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona, c1971.
M(274)296 1970s

GEOMICROBIOLOGY.
New York : Marcel Dekker, c1990.
907 Eh88g 1990

GEOMORPHOLOGY.
Geomorphology and erosion : processes and environments. Chichester, West
213 V433 1990

GEOMORPHOLOGY--CALIFORNIA--SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA--MAPS.
Alpha, Tau Rho. Oblique map of the north half of the Loma Prieta,
California, earthquake rupture zone and environs. [Menlo Park, Calif.]:
M(200) R29o no.89-633 -- (200) R29o no.89-633

GEOMORPHOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
Les littoraux : journées en l'honneur d'André Guilcher ; second Forum du
Groupe français de géomorphologie, Caen, 24 et 25 novembre 1988. Caen,
France : Centre de géomorphologie de Caen, [1989]
S(540) C337b no.36

GEOMORPHOLOGY--CUBA--HOLGUÍN (PROVINCE).
Cotilla Rodriguez, Mario. Estudio geomorfológico complejo de un sector
del norte de Holguín para las investigaciones de microregionalización
sísmica. La Habana : Instituto de Geofísica y Astronomía, Academia de
G(391) qI577c no.12

GEOMORPHOLOGY--CUBA--MASAYA REGION.
Cotilla Rodríguez, Mario. Complejo de estudios geológico-geomorfológicos
en la ciudad de Masaya y sus alrededores para su utilización en la
microzonificación sísmica. La Habana : Instituto de Geofísica y
G(391) qI577c no.13

GEOPHYSICAL WELL LOGGING--IDAHO--SNAKE RIVER REGION.
Bartholomay, Roy C. Digitized geophysical logs for selected wells on or
near the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho. Idaho Falls, Idaho:
U.S. Geological Survey ; Denver, CO : Books and Open-File Reports Section
[distributor], 1990.
(200) R29o no.90-366

GEOPHYSICS--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
A Geophysical handbook for geologists. Montreal : Canadian Institute of
295 G466 1989

GEOPHYSICS--PERIODICALS.
Annales geophysicae. Atmospheres, hydrospheres, and space sciences. [Paris]:
Gauthier-Villars, 1986-
S(540) qAn73g
Annales geophysicae. Series B, Terrestrial and planetary physics. [Montrouge Cedex]: Gauthier-Villars, 1986-
S(540) qAn73g

Geophysical journal international. [Oxford]: Published for the Royal Astronomical Society, the Deutsche Geophysikalische Gesellschaft, and the European Geophysical Society by Blackwell Scientific Publications, c1989-
S(520) R74g

Geophysical journal of the RAS, DGG, and EGS. Oxford: Published for the Royal Astronomical Society, the Deutsche Geophysikalische Gesellschaft, and the European Geophysical Society by Blackwell Scientific Publications, c1989-
S(520) R74g

S(520) R74g

GEOPHYSICS--RESEARCH--INFORMATION SERVICES--UNITED STATES.
National Research Council (U.S.). Committee on Geophysical Data.
S(520) N372g 1988

GEOPHYSICS--STUDY AND TEACHING (HIGHER).
S(520) C936 1989

GEOTHERMAL ENGINEERING.
P(200) En27et 27013-T1

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--ABSTRACTS--PERIODICALS.
S(520) G298 MP only

GLACIERS--ICELAND.
S(587) V82r no.45

GLACIERS--JUVENILE LITERATURE.
S(520) T156g
GLACIERS--NORWAY.
P(581) qV29m nr.61

GLOBAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES--CONGRESSES.
602 Pi72 vol.82 no.1/2

GLOBAL WARMING.
512 U31i 1988

GLOSSARIES, VOCABULARIES, ETC.--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
205 Am3gs 1988 DISK

GOLD.
Letnikov, Feliks Arteméich. Gold in the hydrothermal process. Nedlands, Western Australia : Geology Dept. & University Extension, the University of Western Australia, 1990.
G(860) qP962 no.19

GOLD MINES AND MINING--AUSTRALIA--NEW SOUTH WALES.
402(800) qAu7rr no.6

GOLD MINES AND MINING--ECONOMIC ASPECTS--PAPUA NEW GUINEA--CONGRESSES.
401(930) D483 1987

GOLD DRES--CONGRESSES.
G(200) Ec6m no.6

GOLD DRES--GEORGIA.
(233) G5 no.112
GOLD ORES--WEST (U.S.).
Gold in porphyry copper systems. [Reston, Va.?] : Dept. of the Interior, U.
S. Geological Survey ; Denver, CO : For sale by the Books and Open-File
Reports Section, 1990.
(200) E no.1957-E

GONDWANA (GEOLOGY)--CONGRESSES.
Gondwana : terranes and resources : tenth Australian Geological Convention,
February 4-9, 1990, University of Tasmania, Hobart. Sydney : Geological
G(800) qG29a no.25

GRANITE--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Ehlen, Judy. The landforms of granitic rocks : an annotated bibliography.
Fort Belvoir, Va. : U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Engineer Topographic
Laboratories, [1990]
P(200) W121etl no.0566

GRANITE--INCLUSIONS.
474 G288C 1988

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--ARCTIC REGIONS--MAPS.
Sobczak, L. W. Isostatic and enhanced isostatic gravity anomaly maps of
(200) qP no.89-16

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--UTAH--MAPS.
Complete bouguer gravity anomaly map of Utah. Salt Lake City, Utah : Utah
M(273)297.5 1989c

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--WYOMING--MAPS.
Bankey, Viki. Bouguer gravity anomaly map of southwestern Wyoming,
northeastern Utah, and northwestern Colorado. Reston, Va. : U.S.
M(200) GP no.993

GRAVITY--CHUGACH NATIONAL FOREST (ALASKA)--MAPS.
Barnes, David F. Gravity contour map and interpretation of gravity data
Survey ; Fairbanks, AK : For sale by Alaska Distribution Section ; Denver,
M(200) MF no.1646-F

GRAVITY STATIONS--NEVADA--NEVADA TEST SITE.
Principal facts for about 15,000 gravity stations in the Nevada Test Site and
(200) R29o no.89-682A-C

GREAT LAKES--WATER LEVEL--PERIODICALS.
Great Lakes water levels (Annual). Great Lakes water levels. Detroit,
554(200) qN213gd
GREEN, IDA M.
081 G733s 1989

GREENHOUSE EFFECT, ATMOSPHERIC.
512 W832p 1988

GROUNDWATER FLOW--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
490 B666d 1990

GROUNDWATER FLOW--MATHEMATICS--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
(200) WRi no.90-4048

GYPSUM--UTAH--GARFIELD COUNTY.
Lane, Michael E. Mineral appraisal of the Scorpion additions, Utah. Denver, CO : The Center, [1988 or 1989]
qPAM

HALL, LEO M.
Leo M. Hall, teacher, colleague and friend: a commemorative booklet. Amherst, Massachusetts : Dept. of Geology and Geography, University of Massachusetts, [1988]
G(214) qM382c no.62

HAWAIIAN VOLCANO OBSERVATORY--PERIODICALS.
220 (950) H3mr D only

220 (950) H3wr D only

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.
582 D723s 1988

HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES--UNITED STATES.
(253) q116i no.541

HAZARDOUS WASTES--OKLAHOMA.
(244) Ok5sp no.90-3
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HEAVY MINERALS--ARIZONA--MOHAVE COUNTY.
(200) R23o no.90-296

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY.
303 qSt25e 1989

HUMAN ECOLOGY--HISTORY.
612 R623h 1989

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING--UNITED STATES--CONGRESSES.
778(200) N213h 1989

HYDRAULICS--COMPUTER PROGRAMS--CONGRESSES.
P(200) W12htp no.114

HYDRAULICS--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--CONGRESSES.
781 In57tu 1989

HYDRODYNAMICS--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
P(200) W126ir no.86-5

HYDROGEOLOGY--AFRICA--CONGRESSES.
S(510) qC737 no.202

HYDROGEOLOGY--MICHIGAN--KALAMAZOO COUNTY.
(200) WRi no.90-4028
Characteristics of the massive ground ice body in the western Canadian Arctic related to paleoclimatology, 1984-1985. Hokkaido, Japan : Institute of Low Temperature Science, [1986?]
256(183) C527 1986

ICE SHEETS--GREENLAND--MAPS.
Surface topography of the Greenland ice sheet from satellite radar altimetry.
P(200) NA35sp no.503

IMAGING SYSTEMS.
Special topic : seismic imaging. New York ; Chichester : John Wiley & Sons, [1989]
036.5 S632 1989

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND MEDICINE (GREAT BRITAIN). DEPT. OF MINERAL RESOURCES ENGINEERING--PERIODICALS.
Imperial College of Science, Technology, and Medicine (Great Britain). Dept. of Mineral Resources Engineering. Annual review. London : Imperial College of Science, Technology, and Medicine, 1989-S(520) qL845re

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
065.1 C567h 1990 D only

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS--WYOMING--PLATTE COUNTY.
(282) W3r no.45

INFORMATION SCIENCE.
045 D4261 1988 D only

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS--WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
P(200) En27ev no.10154-T1

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY--SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS.
040(200) P363 1989 D only

INTRUSIONS (GEOLOGY)--ANTARCTIC REGIONS--CONGRESSES.
G(200) G29sp no.241
KAOLIN--GEORGIA--MAPS.
Hetrick, John H. A Geologic atlas of the central Georgia kaolin district.
M(233)2 C333h

KERN RIVER (CALIF.)--REGULATION--PERIODICALS.
Sacramento, CA : The Department.
P(276) W246kw MP only

KILAUEA VOLCANO (HAWAII)--ERUPTIONS--PICTORIAL WORKS.
Weisel, Dorian. Kilauea, the newest land on earth. Honolulu : Bishop
220(950) W457k 1990

KILAUEA VOLCANO (HAWAII)--ERUPTIONS--VIDEOCASSETTES.
Eruption at the sea [videorecording]. Volcano, Hawaii : Ka'io Productions,
220(950) B676 1988 VIDEOC

LAMONT-DOHERTY GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY--PERIODICALS.
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory. Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory of Columbia University : [report]. Palisades, N.Y. : The
Observatory, 1986-
G(221) C721y

LANDSAT SATELLITES--CONGRESSES.
Remote sensing of the earth's surface : proceedings of Symposium 2, the
topical meeting of the COSPAR Interdisciplinary Scientific Commission A
(Meeting A3) and Workshop I of the COSPAR Twenty-seventh plenary meeting
held in Espoo, Finland, 18-29 July 1988. Oxford ; New York : Pergamon,
1989.
739 Splla v.9 no.1

LASER INTERFEROMETERS--BRAZIL.
Doubek, Alyaro. Primeiros resultados obtidos com o uso de um
interferômetro laser na Universidade Federal do Paraná. Curitiba,
Paraná, Brasil : Universidade Federal do Paraná, Curso de Pós-Graduação
S(410) C925bg no.37

LASERS.
Svelto, Orazio. Principles of lasers. 3rd ed. New York : Plenum,
c1989.
835.7 S834pE 1989 MP only

LASERS--CONGRESSES.
International School of Quantum Electronics on Laser Science and Technology
835.7 15731 1987 MP only

LAVA TUBES--CALIFORNIA--LAVA BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT.
Waters, Aaron Clement. Selected caves and lava-tube systems in and near
Denver, CO ; For sale by the Books and Open-File Reports Section, U.S.
(200) E no.1673
LEAVES, FOSSIL--NEBRASKA--JEFFERSON COUNTY.
(200) E no.1915

LIBRARY MATERIALS--PRESERVATION.
045.7 B374 1987 VIDEOC

LINEAR MODELS (STATISTICS).
716 F765 1989

LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY--CONGRESSES.
880.5 An12 v.234 no.1

LISTENING.
065.1 B663b 1988

MAGMATISM--CHANNEL ISLANDS.
G(540) qM518 no.35

MAGMATISM--ERZGEBIRGE (CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND GERMANY).
S(530) gB628v Mr.107

MAGMATISM--WEST (U.S.).
G(200) G29m no.174

MAGNETIC ANOMALIES--MINNESOTA--MAPS.
M (261)296 So88c

M (261)296 N818c
MAJORCA (SPAIN)--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL.
203(560) A 325m 1988

MALACOLOGISTS--UNITED STATES--DIRECTORIES.
Register of American malacologists : a national register of professional and amateur malacologists and private shell collectors, 1986-87. 2nd ed.
056(200) R 334 1987 MP only

MAMMALS, FOSSIL--EUROPE--CONGRESSES.
679(500) E 976 1988

MARINE MINERAL RESOURCES.
537 Ea76m 1990

MARINE MINERAL RESOURCES--PERIODICALS.

MARINE POLLUTION--MEDITERRANEEAN SEA.
537.5(059) A 774m 1987 MP only

MARINE POLLUTION--PERIODICALS.
537.5 Un22rm MP only

MARINE SEDIMENTS--BOSTON BAY (MASS.)--MAPS.
M(200) MF no.2124

MARITIME LAW--PERIODICALS.
Ocean and coastal law memo. Eugene, OR : The Center ; Corvallis, OR : distributed by Oregon State University Extension Sea Grant Program, 1989-S(200) Cc21

MARS (PLANET)--MAPS, TOPOGRAPHIC.
M(200) I no.2030
MARS (PLANET)--PHOTO MAPS.
M(200) I no.2037

M(200) I no.2036

M(200) I no.1922

MASONRY--MATERIALS.
203.2 T664 v.4

MASTODON.
G(420) B88rp t.4 no.2

MATERIALS--TESTING--STATISTICAL METHODS--STANDARDS.
767.8 A875 1988 MP only

MEMBRANES (TECHNOLOGY).
760 A382 1989

METEORITES.
130 N623f

MICROBIOLOGY--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
907 P722 1989 MP only

MICROCHEMISTRY--CONGRESSES.
298 C42 v.83 no.1/2
MINERAL INDUSTRIES--ACCOUNTING.
402 W444e 1989

MINERAL INDUSTRIES--ASIA.
403 qUn21m no.57

MINERALOGY, DETERMINATIVE.
Laskin, John. An examination of selected ERDA-#9 drill core sections taken from the Permian Salado and Castile Formations near Carlsbad, New Mexico. [1986]
119(272) qL374e 1986

MINERALOGY, DETERMINATIVE--CONGRESSES.
115 S632 1990

MINERALOGY--NEW MEXICO--CONGRESSES.
New Mexico Mineral Symposium. New Mexico Mineral Symposium : [program and abstracts]. Socorro, N.M. [etc.] : NMIMT [etc.].
402(272) N418ms D only

MINERALOGY--PERIODICALS.
G(200) F726pt D only

MINERALS AND ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA--PERIODICALS.

MINERALS--IDAHO--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
115(283) R425i 1989

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--ALASKA.
(200) E no.880

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--UTAH--MOUNT PENNELL WILDERNESS.
(200) E no.1751-D

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--WYOMING--RAYMOND MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS.
(200) E no.1757-I
MINING ENGINEERING--ARCTIC REGION--CONGRESSES.
401(990) 1752m 1989

MINING LAW--UNITED STATES.
059(200) M343h 1990

MOLLUSKS, FOSSIL--ALASKA PENINSULA (ALASKA)--CHARTS, DIAGRAMS, ETC.
M(200) R29o no.89-674 -- (200) R29o no.89-674

MORPHOTECTONICS--ITALY--DOLOMITE ALPS.
210(550) D842t 1989

MOUNTAINS.
541 M377m 1989

MYOJIN MOUNTAIN (JAPAN).
S(620) T575 v.40 no.2

NAMES, GEOGRAPHICAL--JORDAN--DICTIONARIES.
506 Un28g Jordan 1990

NATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL DATA CENTER--HISTORY.
032 N373p 1990

NATIONAL MONUMENTS--COLORADO.
PAM

NATURAL DISASTER WARNING SYSTEMS--UNITED STATES.
249 (200) U523p 1989
NATURAL DISASTERS.

NATURAL HISTORY--GERMANY (WEST)--RHEINLAND-PALATINATE--PERIODICALS.

NATURE CONSERVATION.

NATURE CONSERVATION--UNITED STATES.

NEVADA--MAPS, TOPOGRAPHIC.

NITROGEN CYCLE--CONGRESSES.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS.

NUCLEAR ASTROPHYSICS.

NUCLEAR REACTORS--RELIABILITY--CONGRESSES.

OCEAN BOTTOM--RESEARCH.
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OCEANOGRAPHY--PERIODICALS.
Morskoi gidrofizicheskii zhurnal. [Kiev : Naukova dumka, 1985-
S(570) M839

OIL FIELDS--FRIO CLAY (TEX. AND LA.).
Hamlin, H. S. Hydrocarbon production and exploration potential of the
Distal Frio Formation, Texas Gulf Coast and offshore. Austin, Tex. :
Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin, 1989.
(245) qT7gc no.89-2

OIL FIELDS--TEXAS.
Abandoned Texas oil fields. Washington, D.C. : The Office ; Springfield,
P(200) En27ra no.33210-01

OIL POLLUTION OF SOILS--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Charbeneau, R. J. Kinematic modeling of multiphase solute transport in the
vadose zone. Ada, Okla. : Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research
Laboratory, Office of Research and Development, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency ; Springfield, Va. : NTIS, [1989]
583 C527k 1989

OIL POLLUTION OF WATER.
Noonan, David C. Groundwater remediation and petroleum : a guide for
494 N666g 1990

OIL-SHALES--PICEANCE CREEK REGION (COLO.)--MAPS.
Pitman, Janet K. Thickness, oil-yield, and kriged resource estimates for
the Eocene Green River Formation, Piceance Creek Basin, Colorado. Reston,
Va. : U.S. Geological Survey ; Denver, CO : For sale by Map Distribution,
1990.
M(200) OC no.132

ORE DEPOSITS.
Bliss, James D. Application of grade and tonnage deposit models : the
search for ore deposits possibly amenable to small-scale mining. [Menlo
(200) R29o no.90-412

ORE DEPOSITS--ARIZONA--MOHAVE COUNTY.
Analytical results and sample locality map of stream-sediment and heavy-
mineral-concentrate, and rock samples from the Mount Tipton Wilderness
Study Area (AZ-020-012/042), Mohave County, Arizona. [Denver, CO] : U.S.
(200) R29o no.90-329

ORE DEPOSITS--CALIFORNIA--MONO COUNTY.
Chesterman, Charles Wesley. Geology and ore deposits of the Bodie Mining
District, Mono County, California. Sacramento, CA : California Dept. of
Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology, 1986.
(276) C4b no.206

ORE DEPOSITS--MANITOBA.
Mineral deposit series. Winnipeg : Manitoba Energy and Mines, Geological
Services, 1988-
402(160) M563mds
ORE DEPOSITS--MINNESOTA--SOUTH KAWISHIWI RIVER REGION.
(200) RS90 no.90-419

ORE DEPOSITS--SAMPLING AND ESTIMATION--CONGRESSES.
(540) qR2d no.181

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--SAINT CLAIR RIVER WATERSHED (MICH. AND ONT.).
P(100) qIn5ss no.158

OSTRACODA, FOSSIL--ALASKA--GULF OF ALASKA.
(200) qB no.1510

OUACHITA MOUNTAINS (ARK. AND OKLA.).
(244) Ok5sp no.90-1

OZONE LAYER DEPLETION--ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
P (200) NA35rp no.1237

PALEOBOTANY--FRANCE--MASSIF CENTRAL REGION.
(540) qR2d no.178

PALEOECOLOGY.
612 L317a 1989

PALEOECOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
602 (200) P343sp no.5
PALEOGEOGRAPHY--FRANCE--AQUITAINE REGION.
(540) qR2d no.172

PALEOHYDROLOGY--MINNESOTA.
780(261) M666tr no.129

PALEOMAGNETISM.
Allochthonous terranes. London : The Royal Society, [1990]
S(520) qR855 Ser.A v.331 no.1620

PALEONTOLOGY.
915 H633a 1989

PALEONTOLOGY--MICCENE.
Iskandar, Denise. La diatomite miocène de la Montagne d'Andance Carrière de Saint-Bauzile ( Ardèche, France) : étude palynologique, écrostratigraphie, paléoclimatologi. Lyon, France : Dép. des Sciences de la Terre, Université Claude-Bernard, 1990.
G(540) qL9d no.110

PALEONTOLOGY--QUATERNARY.
G(540) qL9d no.111

PALEOOCEANOGRAPHY--CALIFORNIA, NORTHERN.
G(540) qM518 no.33

PEATLANDS--MINNESOTA.
780(261) M666tr no.130

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.
S(223) P38p

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.
065.1 B692m 1984
065.1 H447m 1988 D only

PESTICIDES--TOXICOLOGY.
797(200) D746 1989 D only

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING--DATA PROCESSING--CONGRESSES.
467.1 P477p 1990

PETROLEUM--INDIANA--TRENTON RESERVOIR.
qPAM

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--SOUTHERN STATES--DIRECTORIES.
Directory of producers and drilling contractors. Southeast. Tulsa, OK: Midwest Register Inc.
057.467(230) D6271

PETROLEUM--MONTANA--PROSPECTING.
(200) R29o no.88-450R

PETROLEUM--PIPE LINES--FAILURES.
402(200) M662o no.89-0102

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS--ANALYSIS--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
467 M369 1989

PETROLEUM--PROSPECTING.
426 qV823e 1990

PETROLEUM--PROSPECTING--DATA PROCESSING.
Applications of microcomputers in petroleum exploration & development: a symposium. Midland, Tex.: Permian Basin Graduate Center, [1988]
037.4 A664 1988

PETROLEUM--PROSPECTING--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
467.4 R442p 1989
PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
753.1 G567a 1988

PHOTOGRAPHY.
837 qN27p 1989

PHOTOGRAPHY--COPYING.
837 C669 1984 D only

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY.
Elliott, G. Know your rocks: an introduction to geology in Cyprus. [Cyprus: s.n., 1963?]
203 (684) E444k 1963

210 W643c 1987

PHYSICAL SCIENCES--DICTIONARIES.
052 E529 1987

PHYSICS--POPULAR WORKS.
815.4 H472f 1988 MP only

PIPE LINES--EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS--CONGRESSES.
240.2 U547p 1984

PLANETS--GEOLOGY--MAPS.
M (200) I no. 1962

M (200) I no. 2059

M (200) I no. 2048


PLANKTON, FOSSIL--GERMANY--BAVARIA.

PLASMA SPECTROSCOPY.

PLATE TECTONICS.

POLLUTION.

POLLUTION--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.

PRECIOUS STONES--IDENTIFICATION.

PROSPECTING--GEO PHYSICAL METHODS--CONGRESSES.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS--UNITED STATES--EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS--SAFETY MEASURES.
RADAR IN EARTH SCIENCES--LAW AND LEGISLATION.
Subcommittee on International Scientific Cooperation. Images of the earth
from space : innovative applications, advanced technologies, and new markets :
hearing before the Subcommittee on International Scientific Cooperation and
the Subcommittee on Natural Resources, Agricultural Research and Environment
of the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, U.S. House of
Representatives, One Hundred First Congress, second session. Washington,
DC : U.S. G.P.O. : For sale by the Supt. of Docs., Congressional Sales
753.7(200) U523i 1990

RADIOACTIVE DATING--EASTER ISLAND.
King, A. S. M. The late Quaternary vegetational history of Easter Island.
Hull, England : School of Geography and Earth Resources, University of Hull,
1989.
S(520) qH883ms no.31

RADIOACTIVE POLLUTION OF WATER.
Radon, radium, and uranium in drinking water. Chelsea, Mich. : Lewis
Publishers, c1990.
755 R326 1990

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IN THE GROUND--BONNEVILLE, LAKE, REGION.
Studies of geology and hydrology in the Basin and Range Province,
southwestern United States, for the isolation of high-level radioactive
waste : characterization of the Bonneville region, Utah and Nevada.
Washington : U.S. G.P.O. ; Denver, CO : For sale by the Books and Open-File
(200) qB no.1370-G

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL--PERIODICALS.
Nagra bulletin. Baden : Swiss National Cooperative for the Storage of
Radioactive Waste, 1990-
S(535) qN374nb

Nagra informiert. ...[Baden : Nationale Genossenschaft für die Lagerung
Radioaktiver Abfälle.
S(535) qN374ni

RAINSTORMS--ILLINOIS.
Huff, Floyd A. Frequency distribution and hydroclimatic characteristics of
heavy rainstorms in Illinois. Champaign, Ill. : State Water Survey
Division, 1988.
S(253) Un33 no.70

REACTIVITY (CHEMISTRY)--CONGRESSES.
France : La Société française de chimie, [1988]
S(540) C49 1988 fasc.[2]

RECLAMATION OF LAND--MISSOURI.
Alexander, Terry W. Analysis of alternative modifications for reducing
backwater flooding at the Honey Creek coal strip mine reclamation site in
Henry County, Missouri. Rolla, MO : Dept. of the Interior, U.S.
Geological Survey ; Denver, Colo. : Books and Open-File Reports [distributor],
1990.
(200) WRI no.90-4068
REMOTE SENSING--GOVERNMENT POLICY--UNITED STATES.
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